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If a sequence of transitive permutation groups G of degree n have orders which are not too 
large (log IGI--o(n~) suttices), then the number of orbits on the power set is asymptotically 
2n/]GI, and almost all of these orbits are regular. This conclusion holds in particular for 
primitive groups. 
It is well-known that almost all finite graphs admit no non-trivial automor- 
phisms, and that the number of graphs on m vertices is asymptotically 2(m(m-1)r2/m ! 
(see Erdts and Rdnyi [3]). Similar results hold for many other types of structure 
and notions of isomorphism, for example propositional formulae up to permuting 
and negating variables (Laborde [4]). This note contains a result which goes some 
way towards explaining these facts: they depend on the observation that most 
interesting subgroups of the symmetric group are relatively small. 
For example, a graph on m vertices can be identified with an element of the 
power set of X, the set of 2-element subsets of {1 , . . . ,  m }. Isomorphism classes 
of graphs are orbits of the symmetric group Sm, in its induced action on ~(X), 
and a graph admits no non-trivial automorphism if and only if Sm acts regularly on 
its orbit. For equivalence of propositional formulae, similar remarks apply to the 
group C2 wr Sm (the automorphism group of the m-cube). This leads us, following 
Laborde, to count regular orbits on ~(X) of a permutation group on X. 
Let G be a permutation group of a set X, with IXI = n. Define real numbers 
el(G) and e2(G) as follows: 
o(G) = (2 /IGI)(1 + ex(G)) 
o*(G)  - e2(G)o(G) .  
where o(G) is the number of orbits of G on ~(X) and o*(G) the number on 
which G does not act regularly. Motivated by the earlier discussion, we give 
sufficient conditions for et(G), E2(G)"*  0. 
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First we note that it suffices to consider el(G). 
Lemma 1. e2(G) <-2el(G)/(1 + el(G)). 
Proof. A regular orbit has size I G[, a non-regular orbit at most ½[GI. So 
IGl((o- o*) + ½o*)>~ 2", 
o - ½o* I> 2" I IG I ,  
(1 + e,(G))(1 - ½e2(G)) ~ > 1, 
giving the result. [] 
Lemma 2. If  H <<- G, then el(H) <~ el(G). 
Proof. If IG :HI = N, then H has at most N times as many orbits as G. [] 
The minimal degree IJ of G is the least number of points moved by a 
non-identity element of G, and the base size b is the least number of points fixed 
by no non-identity element of G. 
[,emma 3. (i) b/z >I n; 
(ii) IOl ~ 2b; 
(iii) el(G) ~< IGI 2 -~'n- 
Proof. (i) and (ii) a re  proved in [2], while (iii) follows immediately from the 
inequality 
" o<~ 2" I IG I  + 2 "-~'r2 
of Laborde [4] using the definition of el(G). [] 
We come now to the main result. 
Theorem. If G is a transitive permutation group of degree n satisfying log2 I GI = 
6n½, then 
el(G) <~ 2 (6-v26)n½. 
Remark. If 6 ~< c for some c < 1/2½, then ex(G)---> 0 as n---> 0o. In particular, this 
is true if log2 [G I = o(n½). 
1 1 
Proof. We have b <~ 6nL so/z >-- n~/6, and 
el(G) <~ 2 an½. 2 -~½r26. [] 
Corollary. Given e > O, there is a finite list L(e) of permutation groups such that, 
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if G is a primitive permutation group of degree n which is not Sn or An and is not 
on the list L(e), then e l (G)< e. 
Remark. In [2], using methods identical to those used here, the following much 
weaker result was shown: a primitive group, other than Sn and An and finitely 
many other exceptions, has at least one regular orbit on the power set. 
Proof. In [1], bounds are found for the orders of primitive groups, using the 
classification of finite simple groups. A weak consequence of these bounds is the 
fact that, if G is not Sn or An, Sm or  Am on 2-sets (with n = lm(m-  1)) or a 
subgroup of Sm wr $2 containing (Am) 2 (with n = m2), then log2 IG[ = o(n for 
any y > 0. By Lemma 2, to prove the corollary, it suffices to show that el(G)--> 0 
if G is Sm on pairs or Sm wr $2. The case when G is Sm on pairs was discussed in 
the first paragraph, and is just the asymptotic enumeration of graphs; the other 
case is the analogous fact about bipartite graphs on m + m vertices. 
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